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A Common Operating Picture
– Anywhere It’s Needed
Helping your teams conduct safer, more efficient
and accurate operations
The military, public safety, fire and rescue, intelligence and national infrastructure
services are used to dealing with dynamic situations. But whether they’re conducting
day-to-day operations, or managing major incidents, access to orientation information,
situational awareness and timely intelligence is critical to help teams make better
decisions.

MOSAIC mobile application: A common
operating picture
MOSAIC helps your teams work safely, efficiently and productively. Accessible by
mobile devices and wearable technology, it offers a range of mission insight and
situational awareness. It’s updatable in real time and includes bespoke feeds, and
because your teams may be working in remote areas it can work in offline mode.
When a connection is re-established, the sharing and updating of insight happens
immediately. Accessed across cellular, VHF and satellite networks, MOSAIC helps
teams:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Orientate themselves: Users can orientate themselves using online and offline
maps, with bespoke mapping options for remote areas.
Manage resources: Users are easily assigned and reassigned and can be tracked
and tasked to optimise resources.
Be prepared: Routine and contingency operations can be pre-planned, with
resources allocated and mapping and overlays developed for sign-off and
activation as required.
Collect intel: Photos can be taken, documents downloaded and shared, and video
can be streamed live to help subject matter experts remotely assist operations.
Manage incident response: Teams can dynamically share messages and
annotated photos and send video to keep everyone in the picture.
Access live feeds: Transit timetables and social media and drone feeds can be
accessed, and links can be shared with citizens to gain GPS locations and access
their camera if needed.
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By providing a real-time interactive common operating picture, MOSAIC
ensures that everyone has the critical insight they need to make better
decisions. Organisations using MOSAIC are seeing a 21% increase in
strategic confidence, a 24% improvement in resource management and a
38% reduction in response times.
Bartec’s powerful and rugged Android-based mobile devices provide
a fast and highly intuitive experience for teams using MOSIAC.
Recommended models include:

MC93ex-NI: The world’s most
popular rugged mobile computer
is used for running operations in
warehouses, especially in the oil
and gas sector. Its widely deployed
too to oversee inspection routes
on manufacturing lines.
Built for the toughest conditions
and certified to the strictest Ex
safety standards for use in Zone
2/22 and Class I, II, III Div 2, the
MC93ex-NI offers a larger touch
display, customizable keyboards,
an extraordinary scan range of up
to 21.4m, a full-shift (and beyond)
battery and much more.

TC77 NI: Smartphone like style
and usability with the latest
enterprise class features, the
TC77-NI is certified for use in
Zone 2 Class I, II, III Div 2. The
device is typically used in chemical
and pharmaceutical sectors for
scanning and managing inventory
across production processes. Key
features include a large-touch
screen (usable with gloves); a
powerful scanner that can read all
types of barcodes (including those
that are damaged, smudged, or
otherwise compromised), superior
and more reliable Wi-Fi – and more.
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